Mushroom Land
By Olesya Kharkova

Materials used: Chameleon Color Tones Deluxe Set; Bark (BR5), Hot Cocoa (BR2), Fawn (NU3),
Summer Sun (YL2), Warm Sunset (YO3), Spring Meadow (YG3), Grass Green (GR3), Aqua Marine
(BG4), Cool Gray (CG8), Bubble Gum (PK3), Blue Violet (BV4), Sky Blue (BL3), Detail pen.
The Crafters Workshop stencils Mini Mountain View and Mini Whimsical Shrooms; White cardstock,
Distress inks: Peeled Paint, Forest Moss, Chipped Sapphire, Twisted Citron, Walnut Stain, Dusty
Concord, Salty Ocean, Peacock Feathers; vellum, Harvest Mouse My Favorite Things stamp set, Lesia
Zgharda Believe ( TA108) stamp, white gel pen,
Instructions:

1. Take a panel that is slightly smaller than a card
base, place the stencil Mini Mountain View on top
and sponge with favorite distress inks. Outline the
landscape with Detail pen.
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2. Outline the mushrooms with Detail pen and make a
border with the bullet nib of the Blue Violet (BV4)
pen without infusing all around the images. Use the
bullet nibs to color the mushrooms.
1 mushroom cap: Grass Green (GR3) infused for 2
seconds, Spring Meadow (YG3) – 4 seconds.
2 mushroom cap: Aqua Marine (BG4) – 4 seconds.
3,4 mushroom caps: Royal Blue (BL6) – 5 seconds,
Sky Blue (BL3) – 4 seconds.
5 mushroom cap and the second row mushrooms:
Warm Sunset (YO3)
- 0 seconds, for shading;
Summer Sun (YL2) – 2 seconds.

3. Use the bullet nib of the Cool Gray (CG8) pen
infused for 7 seconds to color the mouse’s face. For
the scarf use the Bark (BR5) bullet nib and blend it
with the bullet nib of the Hot Cocoa (BR2) pen
infused for 2 seconds. Make the shadows on the coat
with the bullet nib of the Warm Sunset pen and blend
it with the same nib of the Summer Sun (YL2) pen
infused for 3 seconds. Take the Bubble Gum (PK3)
pen’s bullet nib to color the cheek and the ear of the
mouse without infusing.

4. Make some cuts along the hills with a craft knife to
push the mushrooms under them. Adhere the bottom
parts of the mushrooms with liquid glue and pop up
the caps with foam tape to make them dimensional.
Use white gel pen to draw some details on the images
and stars in the sky.
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5. Stamp the sentiment on a piece of vellum with Jet Black Archival ink and adhere it to the panel
between the mushrooms. Pop up the mouse with some foam tape.
6. Adhere the panel on a card base with double-sided tape.

You can find more inspiration on the Chameleon Pens blog http:// blog.chameleonpens.com, on the
website http://www.chameleonpens.com and on Olesya’s blog http://as-if-by-magic-ivy.blogspot.ru/

